
 
 
 

 
OMG meets HUSTLABALL  
 
What a sensation! On March 23rd 2013, Vienna’s premium gay club OMG SOCIETY will be 
presenting a special cooperation together with HUSTLABALL Berlin. His trendy event will take 
place in Vienna, Austria with HUSTLABALL hosting a special area. Besides that the very first 
official OMG AFTERHOUR will be celebrating premiere. Get ready for a hot March! 
 
HUSTLABALL Berlin could be described, however the unique atmosphere consisting of house-music, 
sex-appeal and mutual respect someone just needs to see in real. The idea originally developed 1998 
in New York as unique party of escort and callboys. In 2003 the event has been taken to Berlin where 
it is now the biggest HUSTLABALL worldwide. To join HUSTLABALL some guests are actually 
coming from the other side of the planet traveling to Berlins famous KitKatClub.   
 
For this special event DJ Redtomcat [Resident HUSTLABALL Berlin, Loveparade, Connection] will be 
coming to Austria for the very first time. He can be well described as pioneer of the German techno 
scene. Furthermore resident-DJ Tim Anderson [Subliminal Records | timanderson.eu] supported by 
Ben Foster [Club Fusion, Attems & Friends] will be in charge of the premium club house music.  
 
OMG SOCIETY is known for its special surprises, for example the LOVE ZONE hosted by 
HUSTLABALL BERLIN. For good reasons the rule of the night will be: No partypics! 
 
For the very first time the official OMG AFTERHOUR will be opening doors – and this event will 
literally extravagate. From 4am onwards the party people will be able to join this very special afterhour 
just steps away from Chaya Fuera (the club where OMG SOCIETY will be taking place) at Apollo City 
Sauna [Wimbergergasse 34, 1070 Vienna].  
 
On Oct 18th 2013 HUSTLABALL Berlin is celebrating its 11th anniversary, as always in the course of 
the legendary HUSTLABALL-Circuit-Party-Weekend. For this even OMG SOCIETY will be giving 
away four free entry passes among all visitors of the LOVE ZONE (randomly chosen!).  
 
It’s time for a new generation of queer clubs. Prepare for an extreme special of OMG SOCIETY.  

 
Chapter 5: The HUSTLABALL Sensation! 
 
OMG  

Saturday March 23rd 2013 

Vienna, Austria  

The NEW Chaya Fuera 

 

Psycho Dance Artists, Broke Welcome Boys, Drunken Drag Queens  

www.omg-society.at 

Table reservations: reservierung@chayafuera.com or telephone +43 664 88795561 

 

2 Floors / 20 FX-projections / Next generation FX-sound-system / Love Zone  

Kandlgasse 21, 1070 Vienna 

Subway U3 Zieglergasse/U6 Burggasse 

http://www.omg-society.at/
mailto:reservierung@chayafuera.com

